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      integration by parts   udv/dx = d(uv)/dx - vdu/dx        ∫( ) dx => [uv]  - ∫v du/dx dx
     
      vector calc:  Read Bretherton lectures 4-5 or similar sections in Kundu Ch 2.
  read R. Feynmann section (Ch 3 in volume III of  Lectures on Physics, Addison Wesley)
      div, curl, div. thm, Stokes’ thm: 
   use Cartesian tensors to simplify vector operations, e.g. to calculate ∇x(∇xu)
                  coord systems: allows quick calc of  curl, div in weird coord systems

the idea of  a field 
the idea of  a flux

      conservation-flux eqns:  integral method vs differential method vs  Lagrangian method
        use Cartesian tensors to simplify vector operations, e.g. to calculate ∇x∇xu
    
      ordinary/partial differential equations (ode/pde):  
           separation of  variables; 
           classifying linear diff. equations as hyperbolic, elliptic or parabolic
           their boundary conditions: sufficient for solution or underdetermined or overdetermined
      the issue is whether solutions propagate from boundaries or forcing regions
    in narrow beams (as in hyperbolic pde’s and wave theory for short 
    wavelengths, or on the other hand, solutions that are affected by boundary 
    conditions everywhere (as in elliptic pde’s)
           Fourier methods and orthogonal functions
           eigenvalue problems
	
           forced ode/pde:    normal modes, resonance 

solution to initial value/bdry value problem= homogenous soln (free, wavy)   
+ particular soln (forced, maybe steady or non-resonant forced wave)
e.g.      mass-spring oscillator with zero initial conditions

           Green function methods: pde/ode forced by delta-function (in x or t or 
    both) on RHS of  equation.  GFs are complementary to sines and cosines of  
    FT.  Green’s function is an ‘impulse response’ in electrical eng.  or a 
    ‘propagator’ from a compact forcing region in wave theory.  It has analogies 
    in observational analysis (single-point correlation maps)
    
      Fourier analysis:  
     continuous Fourier Transform vs. periodic FSeries
	
 	
 	
        d/dx => ik*;   spectrum (phase info lost) vs FT
          FFT methods:
     practical exercises with Matlab’s FFT (getting the indices right) 
      wave mathematics:
               strong element of  Fourier analysis
   sines and cosines; in a cylindrical geometery Bessel function; on a sphere spherical 
    harmonics; both cylindrical and spherical modes have sine/cosine 
    asymptotic form for short wavelengths
   phase function: exp(ikx -iσt)
   conservation relations
    wave energy and action
   group velocity and ray theory:   
    wave trains and wave packets: group velocity theory
    refraction (‘stationary phase’ and ‘geometrical optic approx’)
    turning points, total reflection, Schrödinger tunneling
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   wave transport props:  energy, mom, angular mom
   waves in mean flows:
    wave/mean flow interaction:  general thms based on 
   
         instability mathematics: most of  these are basic conservation ideas for PV, 
    energy, mom, angular mom
    wave absorption at critical layers where U = phase speed
    instability mathematics:
   like waves except exp(σt)
   normal mode theory
   non-normal modes: shear transients (‘optimal modes’) with 
      growing/dying life cycle: energy flow diagrams; mean 
      KE+PE, wave KE+PE...
   how  does this  apply to fully developed eddy fields like atmos and 
     ocean?  Example: the rotating heated annulus experiment as a 
     model of  fully developed baroclinic instability and ‘horizontal 
      convection’
     observational mathematics:
   time-series analysis
   correlation techniques: single-point correlation maps
   filtering in time and space
   eof ’s
   correlating two fields: singular value decomposition
   dealing with limited datasets; correlation funs & Wiener Khintchine thm
   wavelets (localized Fourier spectral analysis of  ’wave packets’)
      boundary layer mathematics:
    perturbation theory, regular and ‘singular’ as in a viscous boundary layer
      matrix algebra:
  so much of  what we do is digitized…fields expressed as matrix arrays, that linear 
   algebra of  matrices is essential to everyone. Numerical Recipes (text below) is useful 
   here.
  eigenvalues/eigenvectors of  matrices; inverse matrices as solutions of  equations with an 
   inhomogeneous forcing term
  underdetermined/overdetermined systems
  singular value decompositon
  adjoint matrices:  inverse models (like reverse engineering); assimilation of  observations into 
   numerical models 
  tridiagonal matrices arising from numerical pde/ode solutions  

      computing mathematics:
  numerical solution of  equations (as in climate models…) has many similarities with 
  the basic theories above.  A finite difference grid has us use conservation laws and 
  vector calculus identities; a Fourier grid has us use wave theory; an open-boundary model or 
  nested grid has us use the theory of  pde boundary conditions (overdetermined, 
  underdetermined, just right); a contour advection numerical model uses the most basic ideas 
  of  PV conservation
   Matlab
   pde solvers
   numerical simulation techniques: finite difference, spectral, finite element, multi-grid
    semi-Lagrangian methods; contour advection 
   numerical integration and eigenvalue-finding techniques 
     chaos:  
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  this modern subject is quite mathematical, dealing with fractals, chaotic solutions of  
  ode/pde’s,  Lorenz equations, discrete linear maps. Note, two of  the founders of  this 
  subject, Lewis Fry Richardson (of  the Richarson number) and Ed Lorenz (of  strange 
  attractors) were GFDers in meteorology and oceanography (actually limnology of  a Scottish 
  loch).  The language (e.g. Lorenz’s paper, cited 6908 times, Deterministic nonperiodic flow, 
  J. Atmos. Sci. 1963’) can be a problem.
     complex variables: 
  this is left to the end because the huge detail of  complex analysis is mostly outside of  our 
application. However analytic function theory, poles and residues, is necessary to understand Fourier 
transforms (for example, solving for waves forced by a compact ‘wavemaker’ using Fourier transforms.

a few good texts:  
	
  Bender & Orszag   Advanced mathematical methods for scientists & engineers: asymptotic analysis 
   and perturbation theory http://wuphys.wustl.edu/~cmb/ 1978
               Carrier, Crook & Pearson Functions of  a complex variable 1983
   Bracewell   The Fourier transform and its applications 1978 
   	
   Morse, P.M. and H. Feshback, Methods of  theoretical physics (a huge bible of  
     techniques for pdes, odes, complex variables).
    a good place to learn the mathematics useful in GFD is in a basic physics text, e.g.   
	
   Feynmann, Leighton & Sands Lectures on Physics, 3 vols, Addison Wesley 1963

    the analysis done in GFD greatly resembles the math found in physics of  electomagnetic fields  
   (Feynmann vol III).
    the various GFD texts use the relevant math although very few deal with either numerical 
      modelling, computing math, or mathematical data analysis (EOFs, time-series, Fourier..);
    one fluids text with an unusual amount of  math including a nice appendix about coordinate systems is 
  Batchelor, G.K., Fluid dynamics, 1967.  
  Lighthill, M.J.   Waves in fluids, 1978.  An excellent text showing the key ideas of  dispersive 
   and non-dispersive wave theory applied to GFD fluids.
  Whitham, G.B.   Linear and nonlinear waves.  A classic mathematical wave text by one of  the 
   founders
  the basic GFD and FD texts by Salmon (Lectures on geophysical fluid dynamics), Pedlosky 
   (GFD) and Acheson (Elementary fluid dynamics
computing texts/methods:
  Press W. et al. Numerical Recipes (both cookbook methods and deep explanations of  many 
     numerical computing techniques, including the FFT). Includes code that can feed 
  into Matlab  http://www.nr.com/nr3_matlab.html   Very entertaining, but its treatment of  
   pde’s is not comprehensive or as good as we need.

 Kutz, N.  lecture notes from Practical scientific computing, UW course 581 
 http://www.amath.washington.edu/courses/581-autumn-2009/

  Trefethen, L.N. Finite Difference and Spectral Methods. (freely available).	

	
 	
 Trefethen, L.N. Spectral Methods in MATLAB. SIAM.
	
 	
 Trefethen  L.N. and D. Bau, Numerical Linear Algebra. SIAM.
  Wolfram, S.  Mathmatica  This remarkable package does algebraic manipulations, solves 
   simple ode’s, plots results…
  Matlab :   a growing number including diff  equations are included in both core 
    Matlab and in specialized toolboxes.  My experience with canned solvers for 
    odes/pdes is that they don’t work as well as purpose built code that you can 
    write yourself.  I have written many simple numerical models as m-files and 
    they are great fun to use. However they are slow in general;  Matlab 
    improved the execution speed of  M-files at about version 5.0, by compiling 
    them rather than interpreting them. However they are still slower than 
    optimal: see the Numerical Recipes website above.
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_______________________________________________

       This tabulation turned out far longer than I anticipated.   But, in general, it is good to know how 
important theory (that means math.) is to our subject.  Theoreticians are few in number yet most of us use 
their results.  It may take decades for this to happen but it does.   For example we made the first PV 
(potential vorticty) maps of the ocean circulation in 1982.  It could have been done 50 years earlier but no 
one thought to do so (the data was there).   PV maps of the atmosphere followed on and are in routine use 
today.  The idea that some property is conserved following a fluid particle and that something carries with 
it information about the entire velocity, pressure and density anomaly field makes it seem obvious that it 
would be worth mapping. 

        Some time back I wrote a review ‘Theory in ocean dynamics’ which describes the ways theory/math 
help us along. http://www.ocean.washington.edu/research/gfd/apropos99.html 
Reading it now, I am pleased that my fears at the time (that theory was falling into neglect) have been 
eased by an increasing use of very basic GFD ideas and its mathematical techniques in observational 
analysis, both ocean and atmosphere. 
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